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Weekly Cryptocurrency Market
Analysis
Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency
Market Cap stands at $336 Billion. We have seen a $50 Billion Increase in the Market Cap since the last
week. Bitcoin price currently around $11325 and ether price is currently at $313. The current market
cap for bitcoin is $201 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $135 Billion.

Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)
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Bitcoin

59.67%

Ethereum

9.97%

Bitcoin Cash

2.56%

Litecoin

2.53%

Ripple

5.95%

Dash

0.47%

NEM

0.25%

Monero

0.60%

IOTA

0.38%

NEO

0.37%

Other

17.25%
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The release of Libra white paper by Facebook was the most important event of the past week in the
crypto world. Opinions are divided on whether the project is good for the crypto community or will it
only centralize power in the hands of the social media giant, which already has a bad reputation of
invading privacy of users for ﬁnancial gains.
Notwithstanding, the arrival of Facebook has provided a boost to Bitcoin. Its market capitalization has
crossed $200 billion mark from about $58 billion in mid-December of last year. The rally has again
brought back bullish voices to the forefront. ThinkMarkets chief market analyst Naeem Aslam believes
that bitcoin will hit between $60,000 and $100,000 during the next bull run.
While anything is possible in the crypto markets, traders should avoid chasing prices higher. We believe
markets will pullback and oﬀer opportunities to buy at lower levels in the next few months.
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Top 10 Coins
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation
(Past 30 Days)
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Crypto Trade Opportunities
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin is in a strong uptrend. It easily broke above the overhead resistance of $10,000 on June 21 and
rallied above $11,000 on June 22. This shows that it is backed by strong momentum. Since starting this
leg of the up move on June 10, it has seen only two closings in the red. This shows that the bulls are not
waiting for a dip to buy and are not booking proﬁts either. The next level to watch is $11,775.
Between January and March of last year, the cryptocurrency had reversed direction from $11,775 on
three occasions. Currently, the RSI is in overbought territory, which also signals that the rally is
overextended in the short-term and a pullback is possible. Hence, we anticipate a strong defence of this
level by the bears.
Our assumption of a pullback will be invalidated if the momentum carries the price above $11,775. In
such a case, the rally can extend to $12,985.55. However, a vertical rally without intermediate
corrections increases the probability of a deep pullback. On the downside, the digital currency will ﬁnd
support at $10,000 and below it at the moving averages.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

We had suggested to buy on a breakout and close (UTC time) above $280 in our previous analysis.
Ether broke out of $280 on June 21 and quickly rallied close to the overhead resistance of $322.16 on
June 23, which was the target objective.
It has been consolidating near the overhead resistance for the past three days, which is a positive sign.
If the bulls can breakout and close (UTC time) above $322.16, the digital currency will complete a
rounding bottom pattern, which has a target objective of $563.72. As the price has already rallied
close to 300% from the lows, we suggest caution. If the price breaks out of $322.16, instead of
buying the breakout, traders can wait for a successful retest of the breakout levels before entering
long positions. This will reduce the risk.
Contrary to our assumption, if the price fails to breakout and close (UTC time) above $322.16, it
might remain range bound between $280 and $322.16. If $280 fails to provide support, the
correction can deepen to 50-day SMA and below it to $222.78.

RIPPLE - XRP/USD
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XRP broke out of the overhead resistance of $0.46669 and rallied to an intraday high of $0.51 on June
22. However, it did not pick up momentum according to our assumption. It quickly gave back all its gains.
The price has been consolidating near the breakout level of $0.46669 for the past two days. If the bulls
resume the uptrend, the digital currency can move up to $0.53127 and above it to $0.570. If both these
levels are scaled, the next target is $0.6270. Traders can watch the price action near the resistance
levels and book partial proﬁts if they ﬁnd the price struggling to ascend it.
Currently, both the moving averages are sloping up and the RSI is in the positive territory. This shows
that the bulls have the upper hand. Traders can trail the stop loss on the long position below the 20-day
EMA.
If the bears sink the price below $0.46669 and 20-day EMA, a fall to the 50-day SMA is likely. If this
support breaks down, the next support is way lower at $0.350.

LITECOIN - LTC/USD

Litecoin attempted to rise above $140 mark on June 22 but could not sustain the higher levels. This
shows proﬁt booking on rallies. Currently, the price has pulled back to the 20-day EMA, which is a strong
support. If the price bounces oﬀ the 20-day EMA, we anticipate another attempt by the bulls to propel
the price to the next target objective of $166.61.
Conversely, if bears sink the digital currency below the 20-day EMA, it can plunge to the 50-day SMA. If
this support also cracks, the correction can reach $94.39. Therefore, traders who are long on our earlier
recommendation can keep the stop loss on the position below the 20-day EMA.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash continues to move up inside the ascending channel. It bounced oﬀ the 20-day EMA on
June 21 and rallied above the overhead resistance of $483.33 on June 22. However, the resistance line
of the channel is proving to be a major hurdle and the price turned down from it. However, the positive
thing is that the pullback has been shallow and the price has been consolidating close to $480 for the
past two days.
If the level holds, we anticipate another attempt by the bulls to breakout of the channel. If successful, it
is likely to pick up momentum and quickly move up to $638.55. Though the up sloping moving averages
suggest that the bulls are in command, the negative divergence on the RSI throws a point of caution
that the momentum might be weakening.
The cryptocurrency will lose momentum if the bears sink it below the 20-day EMA. If the 50-day SMA
also fails to provide support, a drop to the support line of the channel is probable. Currently, we do not
ﬁnd any reliable buy setups that oﬀer a good risk to reward ratio, hence, we are not recommending a
long position in it.
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DON'T JUST HODL YOUR COINS

MAKE YOUR PORTFOLIO
WORK HARDER FOR YOU

Have weekly sessions with a

PORTFOLIO SPECIALIST
and increase your portfolio proﬁts each month.
Our Crypto Portfolio Specialists will not only review and analyses your portfolio each week for consistent top
buying and selling levels, but will also advise you on what positions to add, and which coins to take proﬁt from. Our
CEO's position is that when we hold and don’t take proﬁt in cryptocurrencies we have a portfolio that is just not
working.
The saying is that 60% of people that trade cryptocurrencies did not take proﬁt during the bull run from $2,000 to
$20,000 on Bitcoin, and this is where the art of trading comes in.
If you want to see what's possible and what your portfolio could be doing for you each month get in touch and book
a free portfolio review.

MAKE MY PORTFOLIO WORK FOR ME
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Advancements in the
Cryptocurrency World
48 Crypto Exchanges Approved in the Philippines

The number of approved cryptocurrency exchanges has been growing in the Philippines. In addition to
11 operators registered by the central bank, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, there are 37 other crypto
exchange operators licensed by the government-owned Cagayan Economic Zone Authority.
11 Crypto Exchanges Registered With Central Bank
The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) has registered 11 cryptocurrency exchanges, allowing them to
operate in the country, according to the most recent list of Remittance and Transfer Companies with
Money Changing or Foreign Exchange Dealing and Virtual Currency (VC) Exchange Service.
The central bank adopted a formal regulatory approach to cryptocurrency through the issuance of
Circular No. 944 dated Feb. 7, 2017. It requires businesses engaged in the exchange of
cryptocurrencies for ﬁat money in the Philippines to register with the central bank as remittance and
transfer companies.
Read more...
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Facebook Is a Threat to Governments Not Crypto

The moment Facebook released the whitepaper for its planned Libra coin, social media was ﬂooded
with claims about Zuckerberg’s new drive to take over the cryptocurrency market, with some even
calling it a Bitcoin killer. However, looking at the actual details of the plan, it has little to do with
cryptocurrency and is in fact more of a threat to government ﬁat.
Libra Wants to Be a New Global Fiat Currency, Not a Cryptocurrency
Without getting into deep technical arguments about what is a real blockchain, it is easy to see that
Libra will hold little appeal to cryptocurrency purists as it is neither decentralized nor permissionless.
This is plainly obvious to the people behind Libra, as the whitepaper’s writers take considerable
eﬀorts to try and obscure these two critical issues with the project.
In order to claim that its new venture is decentralized, Facebook has surrounded itself with other
companies and organizations that will serve as founding members of the association governing Libra
and be the network’s ﬁrst validator nodes when it launches. These will be the players who get to
decide how the project is run as well as who can join it later on. Imagine a politician handpicking all the
members of some important committee and then saying its decisions will be totally independent. It
seems to be stretching credulity.
Read more...
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The Importance Of Russian Ministry Of Finance Legalizing Bitcoin Trading
Activities

According to some reports, the Russian Ministry of Finance could be including new legislation that
would allow cryptocurrency trading activities in the country. In order for this to be approved, it is
necessary for regulatory agencies in the country to reach an agreement regarding the amount of funds
users can purchase.
The Russian Ministry of Finance is working in order to add new legislation to a bill related to virtual
currencies. Apparently, this legislation would legalize cryptocurrency trading activities. This is
according to a report from the Russian news outlet Interfax.
Russia Could Regulate Cryptocurrency Trading Activities
As Deputy Finance Minister Alexei Moiseev said, the agency could allow the sale and purchase of virtual
currencies in the country. However, the ﬁnal decision has not yet been made and it could take some
time to be analyzed.
The main issue they are discussing with the Central Bank of Russia and the FSB is related to how much
virtual currencies can be used. At the same time, they are considering to allow purchases and sales, but
not perform payments in virtual currencies.
Read more...
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Craig Wright's Bitcoin SV is a 'Total Ghost Town': Analyst

Citing data that demonstrates that over 86% of all Bitcoin SV volume originated from just 100
transactions, analyst Kevin Rooke told Twitter that Craig Wright's pet crypto project is a “total ghost
town.”
Indeed, the stated purpose of the Bitcoin SV fork is to have the capacity for millions of transactions,
making the base layer of the cryptocurrency to be competitive with the likes of Visa or Mastercard.
This the reason Bitcoin SV developers want blocks that are potentially gigabytes in size and argue that
big data centers should be able to handle the traﬃc.
Bitcoin SV: Ghost Town or Underrated Crypto Project?
While it may be true that big data centers can handle the transaction volume, people immediately
become concerned about the centralization that comes with such a barrier to entry.
Inevitably, it requires a lot of money to run a mining outﬁt that has to handle potentially thousands of
gigabytes per week. You then have to serve them out, which requires even more bandwidth.
Nevermind getting synced up with the network in the ﬁrst place.
All of this assumes that there is demand for all that block space. In the case of Bitcoin SV, so far there
hasn’t been, as Rooke points out. The ultimate failure thus far is for the cryptocurrency to gain any real
traction.
Read more...
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Malta to Register All Rent Contracts on Blockchain

Joseph Muscat, the Prime Minister of Malta, announced on Sunday that every rental contract in Malta
would be registered on the blockchain. The announcement came during an interview on Radio One.
The prime minister said the reformed rental laws were approved by the cabinet after a long
consultation period.
This initiative ensures security, prevents record tampering, and ensures only authorized persons can
access the records, said Muscat. Additionally, the distributed ledger prevents the possibility of there
being contracts in place for which there is no record.
“We will now be showing people the added value of this technology through applying it to something which
they will use in their daily lives,” he said. “This shows how the digital transformation will aﬀect their lives.”
Malta – also known as “blockchain island” – ﬁrst made moves into the world of cryptocurrencies in July
2018, when they released a relaxed regulatory framework favorable to distributed ledger
technologies. Electronic money, ﬁnancial instruments, virtual tokens, and virtual ﬁnancial assets were
granted a path to legitimacy. By March of that year, Malta’s lawyers were reportedly tokenizing
themselves.
A tolerant regulatory environment, educated workforce, and E.U. membership all contribute to Malta
becoming a burgeoning hub of blockchain experimentation.
Read more...
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Ripple CEO: Bitcoin and XRP Aren’t Competitors — I’m Long BTC

Bitcoin (BTC), and XRP, the third biggest coin by market cap, are not competitors, Ripple CEO Brad
Garlinghouse claimed in a Fortune interview on June 20.
In the interview, Garlinghouse outlined the key diﬀerence of two major cryptocurrencies, arguing that
bitcoin is a store of value or “digital gold,” while XRP is a “bridge currency” that enables an eﬃcient
solution for ﬁat-to-ﬁat transfers.
As such, Garlinghouse cited the diﬀerence between bitcoin and XRP in terms of transactions costs,
claiming that Ripple can do a transaction for a tiny fraction of a cent while a bitcoin transactions costs
roughly $2.30 on average.
However, such a diﬀerence “does not mean that bitcoin is gonna fail or something,” Ripple CEO noted,
stating that he “[does] not view them as competitive.
Garlinghouse expressed conﬁdence that there will not be one single cryptocurrency to “rule them all,”
implying that each cryptocurrency should prove a certain use case.
Garlinghouse stated:
"I own bitcoin, I'm long bitcoin. I think Bitcoin is a store of value and people hold it."
In the interview, CEO of Ripple also expressed his stance towards the current environment on crypto
markets, pointing out that there is “a lot of bullshit in blockchain and crypto market,” and it is often
hard for the industry to separate the signal from the “noise.”
Read more...
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MetLife, the world’s sixth-largest insurance company, using Ethereum to
transform life insurance

MetLife, one of the globe’s largest providers of insurance, is using Ethereum to transform the life
insurance claims process.
Using Ethereum to transform life insurance
LumenLab, MetLife’s Singapore-based incubator, is collaborating with media group Singapore Press
Holdings and insurance cooperative NTUC Income to release “Lifechain,” a smart contract platform
built on Ethereum, reported Forbes contributor Steven Ehrlich.
The life insurance claims process naturally comes with notable friction. After the loss of a family
member, ﬁling a claim can be diﬃcult. And, because of the private nature of life insurance, sometimes
families are unaware the deceased was insured.
Lifechain programmatically determines if the deceased was protected by a policy and automatically
ﬁles a claim.
Read more...
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Economist Stephen Moore joins project touted to be ‘world’s ﬁrst decentralized
crypto central bank’

Stephen Moore, former member of the Wall Street Journal editorial board and popular economist,
recently attempted to join the Federal Reserve. Alas, he was denied the opportunity. Now, the
economist is back in the news again.
According to a report by Fox Business, Moore has joined a group of entrepreneurs who plan to
kick-start their very own ‘Federal entity’ named “Decentral,” which incidentally will be labelled as the
“the world’s decentralized central bank.”
Sam Kazemian, CEO of Decentral, said that the endeavor’s major objective was to create a new type
of central bank that would stabilize virtual assets such as Bitcoin and its counterparts. The bank would
work on the same lines as the Federal Reserve does for the U.S economy. Decentral plans to carry
forward responsibilities in terms of regulating the supply of cryptocurrencies in the market, in the
same manner. Apparently, Decentral will also issue its own crypto tokens in the exchange for other
digital assets, with the valuation of the token tied to a stable assessment method.
While Moore has been hired as a Chief Economist, it was reported that his role within the company is
still “unclear.” Moore said,
“I am really excited about doing this. I hope it makes me rich.”
Moore also drew comparisons between Facebook’s recently unveiled Libra and Decentral’s oﬀer. He
stated that the Decentral crypto would oﬀer a payment method that would be pegged to a stable
currency and it would present major uniformity and reliability in the digital asset space, which is often
divided among other major cryptos.
Read more...
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Two Israeli Brothers Arrested for Phishing Fraud, Bitﬁnex Hack

The Israeli Police cyber unit arrested two brothers, Eli and Assaf Gigi, for allegedly perpetrating a
multi-year phishing scheme and participating in a 2016 hack of Bitﬁnex. Israeli news outlet Ynet
reports the two allegedly stole over $100 million in cryptocurrency.
The infamous Bitﬁnex theft of 119,756 BTC shocked the crypto market with the largest loss of
bitcoins by an exchange since the Mt. Gox breach in early 2014.
Earlier this month, some of the stolen bitcoin were recorded moving from wallets connected with the
hack, after three years of lying dormant.
Israeli crime news portal Posta reported that several several cyber units across the globe are
cooperating in an eﬀort to retrieve the missing funds. The majority of compromised accounts were
from users in the U.S. and E.U. In February, Bitﬁnex announced that some of the stolen bitcoin –
27.66270285 – were returned after being retrieved by the U.S. government.
The Gigi brothers Eli, 31, and Assaf, 21, also allegedly constructed a phishing scheme that involved
luring investors from crypto trading forums, such as Telegram or Reddit, onto websites that mimicked
prominent crypto exchanges. They would collect the traders’ login and wallet information and use it to
transfer the funds stored on legitimate exchanges to their own accounts.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Breaks $200 Billion Market Cap For the First Time in 17 Months

Data from Coin360 puts bitcoin ﬁrmly in the driving seat on cryptocurrency markets, 24-hour gains
topping as much as 6% to take BTC/USD over $11,350.
The last time the pair traded at those levels was in the ﬁrst week of March 2018, before a protracted
bear market set in, which took bitcoin to lows of $3130.
The latest surge continues the surprising upward trend which set in on April 1, bitcoin shaking oﬀ
negative news and other pressure to completely reverse most of its 2018 losses.
Resistance as $10,000, which analysts said would be a signiﬁcant hurdle to overcome, disappeared
late last week, followed by $11,000 less than 24 hours later.
In a further milestone, bitcoin’s market cap now sits at over $200 billion, a ﬁgure not seen since earlier
last year. Overall market dominance has now reached 60% - a record since 2017.
Read more...
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Counos Platform
Experience All Innovative Online Blockchain Financial Services
WATCH VIDEO

Counos Coins

Counos Coin

Counos X

Counos Cash

Counos E

Counos U

Counos Gold

Counos Silver

Counos CAD

APPLYING SCRYPT ALGORITHM,
WHICH IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF LITE
COIN, A TOTAL OF 16,800,000
COUNOS COIN UNITS HAVE ALREADY
BEEN MINEO. THE RESIDUAL
AMOUNT IS OPEN TO BE MINED BY
THE USERS WORLDWIDE WITH A
21,000,000

COUNOS X IS A COIN WHICH HAS
BEEN DEVELOPED ACCORDING TO
THE NEWEST VERSION OF UTECOIN
THIS COIN IS INTRODUCED WITH THE
PURPOSE OF OFFERING THE LATEST
MOST POPULAR SERVICES IN CRYPTOCURRENCIES PAYMENT.

THERE WILL BE A TOTALNUMBEROF
21,000,000 UNITS OF COUNOS CASH
AVAILABLE. THE VAWE OF THE RESPECTIVE COIN DIRECTLY LINKS
WITH THE CURRENCY OENOMINATED IN SWITZERLAND. (CHF), ANO ITS
NOMINAL VAWE IS AT 20 CHF PER
UNIT.

COONOS E REPRESENTS AN EVOLVED
VERSIONOFSTABLECOIN& THESECOINS
ARE DENOMINATED IN THE CURRENCY
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (EUR). THE
NOMINAL VALUE OF SUCH COINS IS
FIXED AT EUR 100 AND CAN BE MAIN
TAINED FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
TRADES OR PROVIDING A SUFFICIENT
AND APPROPRIATE GUARANTEE FOR
INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS

COUNOS U APPLIES THE SAME
FUNCTIONALITY AS COUNOS E WJTI-1
THE EXCEPTION THAT THE NOMINAL
VAWE IS DENOMINATED IN THE CURRENCY OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA {USO). THE NOMINAL
VAWE OF EACH COUNOS U IS AT 100
USO.

COUNOS GOLD UNITS ARE ISSUED
WITH AN EQUIVALENT OF ONE GRAM
OF GOLD DENOMINATED IN THE CURRENCY OF SWITZERLAND {CHF). THE
MAIN BENEFIT FOR THE USERS IS
THE ABILITY TO TRANSFER GOLD
ANYWHERE WITHOUT PHYSICALLY
POSSESSING THE COMMODITY.

COUNOS SILVER DIRECTLY LINKS
WITH THE PRICE OF SILVER AND
PROVIDES THE SAME BENEFITS FOR
THE USERS A S COUNOS GOLD.

COUNOS CAO APPLIES THE SAME
FUNCTIONALITY AS COUNOS E WITH
THE EXCEPTION THAT THE NOMINAL
VALUE IS DENOMINATED IN THE CUR
RENCY OF CANADA (CAO). THE NOM
INAL VAWE OF EACH UNIT OF
COUNOS CAO IS FIXED AT CAO 100
THE UNIT PROVIDES A SUITABLE A L 
TERNATIVE FOR FINANCIAL MARKET
TRANSACTIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
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Platinum Project Information
Counos

Project Details:
Free Public Oﬀering of Counos Coin and Its Eﬀect on the Future of Cryptocurrencies
The market of cryptocurrencies has revived in recent years, and the growth of all outstanding
cryptocurrencies have experienced a positive process. The news of free public oﬀering of Counos Coin
can have an acceptable eﬀect on the positive economic role of cryptocurrencies. Counos platform
intends to raise the demand for the market of cryptocurrencies via public and free oﬀering of Counos
Coin to the users. This decision can change Counos Coin into a decentralized coin.
Bitcoin’s Experience and the Chance of Its Repetition
Bitcoin entered the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial technology in 2009. Although Bitcoin is currently considered the
most valuable cryptocurrency in the market, it didn’t have any dramatic ﬁnancial value in the very
beginning of its advent. In April 2011, Bitcoin had a value equal to one dollar, and on June 21, 2019, this
cryptocurrency experiences a value of $10700. Only in 8 years, the value of Bitcoin has grown more than
ten thousand times. Almost everyone who knows a little about the market of cryptocurrencies has
wished he would have saved some amount of its capital on Bitcoin. This capital has had an
unprecedented growth in a short run.
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The fast growth of the Bitcoin price has many reasons. The limitation in the number of Bitcoins (total
number of to-be-mined coins will ultimately approach a ﬁgure about 21 million), the increase of
welcoming cyberspace users to trade with Bitcoin and also a wide database of investment, all ended in
exorbitant growth of Bitcoin. Although the primary objective of generating Bitcoin was to combat the
ﬁnancial monopoly in the context of online ﬁnancial trades, by including great investors in this market, a
large volume of trades is merely limited to a speciﬁc minority group in Bitcoin network in time. It is
estimated that more than 40% of the volume of Bitcoin capital is in 1000 digital wallets. This issue has
caused a change in the decentralized ﬁnancial structure of Bitcoin.
Counos Platform intends to minimize similar problems in addition to achieving positive features through
oﬀering a strategy based on the experience of successful cryptocurrencies. According to the oﬃcial
notice by Counos platform, Counos coin will be distributed publicly among all users who register in this
platform and install its wallet. Counos Coin has a similar structure to Bitcoin, and only 21 million of this
coin will be mined. The limited number of mined coins can cause anti-inﬂation structure and balanced
growth of its price in the future. More than 16,800,000 Counos Coins have been mined, and Counos
platform wants to distribute 15 million of these coins among all users who register in this platform freely.
This public and free oﬀering of this cryptocurrency which experiences an appropriate trade in exchanges
such as southxchangee can strengthen its decentralized application. All of these issues can have
interesting results and probability of repeating this Bitcoin capital increase might not be far-fetched for
Counos Coin too.
Public Oﬀering and Its Beneﬁts
The public oﬀering of a cryptocurrency can result in dramatic advantages. This issue can guarantee and
stabilize the decentralized structure of Counos Coin more than any other. As it was pointed out before,
the primary purpose of Bitcoin was to create a decentralized ﬁnancial structure, but with including huge
investments, a large volume of Bitcoin capital is kept by a limited number of investors. The public oﬀering
of Counos Coin can avoid the repetition of aggregating investment. On the other hand, through
removing the ownership of Counos Coin and its public oﬀering, the Counos founder can raise its stable
price growth. Moreover, this public oﬀering of cryptocurrency can signiﬁcantly increase active users in
the ﬁnancial platform; this increase will bring about positive evolutions in the market of cryptocurrencies
in addition to its direct eﬀect on value increase of Counos Coin.
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A Lottery Every Six Months
Counos Coin has promised to hold a ten-thousand-dollar lottery every six months and hundredthousand -dollar lottery every three years. Those who have at least one Counos Coin in their wallet will
take part in this lottery.
The strategy of frequent lottery can cause the increase in trades in Counos platform.

FREE PUBLIC OFFERING OF COUNOS COIN
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Counos
Counos platform has taken other steps in ﬁnancial markets based on Blockchain before the public
oﬀering of Counos Coin. Generating stablecoins based on credible global currencies and backed assets
based on precious metals are among measures taken by Counos ﬁnancial platform. Counos Cash
stablecoins (based on Swiss franc), Counos E (based on Euro), Counos U (based on USD) and Counos
CAD (based on Canadian dollar) are cryptocurrencies with the stable price which facilitate international
ﬁnancial trades. These stablecoins always have a ﬁxed value equal to the ﬁat currency of the countries.
On the other hand, Counos Gold and Counos Silver, are cryptocurrencies based on gold and silver,
which can be applied as a source of investment in addition to facilitating global ﬁnancial trades.
Counos platform has started establishing ﬁnancial services according to Blockchain technology too.
Counos decentralized and centralized currency exchange services will be launched in the coming week.
Counos decentralized exchange system lets the users address buying and selling cryptocurrencies
needless to any middleman.
Counos Escrow service can also be used as a ﬁnancial service to increase the conﬁdence level of
ﬁnancial contracts, buying and selling goods and services via Blockchain technology.

For more information about the Project, please visit the following links:
Website: https://www.counos.io
Email: info@counos.io
Counos Coin white page: https://www.counos.io/Data/Sites/1/media/whitepaper-04.09.2018.pdf
Counos Cash white page: https://www.counos.io/Data/Sites/1/media/whitepages/counos-cash-page.pdf
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/counoscoin/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/counoscoin/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/counoscoin
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/counos-coin-22a153161/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLSKj8k1Cksj1cn4woKvZuweM8httLvXC0
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